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This Noetic Insight looks at
high reliability organisations
and how to learn from their
experiences.

What is a HRO?
If you are engaged in intrinsically complex
operations or processes where the
consequences of failure are serious, then
HRO practices are relevant to your
organisation.
A HRO is one that conducts relatively
error-free activities over a long period of
time. They deliver high quality and reliable
operations consistently. Air traffic control
is often cited as example of a HRO; US
Navy nuclear powered aircraft carriers
another. Not surprisingly, because of their
value, HRO practices continue to spread
and are also used in medicine and
commercial aviation amongst others.
Noetic believes they are relevant in many
other sectors too and that this spread will
continue. For example, Noetic has applied
these ideas in the oil and gas industry, in
the emergency services as well as in
mainstream service delivery public sector
organisations.

signals’. HROs avoid making
inappropriate assumptions about the
causes of failure, such as assigning
blame to front line personnel including
individuals when most incidents have
multiple causes.
+ Sensitivity to operations – HROs
actively seek feedback from front line
personnel about what is happening in
practice in their operations.
+ Commitment to Resilience –
including learning the lessons from
past experience, both from within the
organisation but significantly from other
sectors as well.
+ Deference to expertise – HROs have
clearly defined internal roles and
responsibilities, however in
emergencies expert knowledge is
brought to bear, irrespective of where it
comes from in the organisation.

What are the
characteristics of a
HRO?
Research has shown that HROs have the
following characteristics1:
+ A preoccupation with failure –
Sometimes called ‘chronic unease’ and
in this context means maintaining a
healthy scepticism on how well
activities are actually being conducted
at the front line. Information on near
misses and errors is sought out and
learnt from as a means to improve.
+ A reluctance to simplify – HROs
seek to identify early warning signs of
failure which can be termed ‘weak
KE Weick & KM Sutlcliffe, Managing the Unexpected:
Resilient Performance in an Age of Uncertainty , 2nd edn,
Jossey-Bass, 2007.
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HRO practices can be applied to any
organisation. Benefits include improved
safety and reliability of operations and as
a result increased efficiency and
productivity.

What do these HRO
characteristics mean
in practice?
Noetic has taken HRO characteristics and
turned them into specific, implementable
practices. We have done this in both the
public and corporate sectors, in Australia
and overseas. Examples of those
practices which have proved valuable are
given below. In each case we have linked
them to the relevant HRO characteristic
listed above:
+ Rewarding the reporting of failures
(Preoccupation with failure) – The
reporting of errors and near misses
which could impact on reliable
operations is encouraged. There are
many reported examples of
organisations inadvertently driving
reporting of near misses and actual
incidents underground. After all you
cannot manage what you do not know
about. Applying a ‘just culture’2
approach allows reporting of failures
including human errors while

A ‘just culture’ is defined (in the context of safety) as ‘an
atmosphere of trust in which people are encouraged,
even rewarded, for providing essential safety related
information – but in which they are also clear about
where the line must be drawn between acceptable and
unacceptable behaviour’, J Reason, Managing the Risks
of Organizational Accidents, Ashgate, 1997.
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maintaining appropriate individual
accountability.
+ Understanding the causes of
unreliability (Reluctance to simplify) –
HROs develop a sophisticated
understanding of the causes of
incidents. Most incidents are caused by
a combination of factors. These include
procedures not properly implemented,
technical failures in equipment or
software as well as human error. HROs
go beyond a simple incident model
focussing on human error to
understand all of the contributors to
incidents.
+ Clarity on the defences (Sensitivity to
operations) – HROs have a heightened
sensitivity to operations. In practice,
HROs understand that preventing
incidents requires an understanding of
what could go wrong, identifying the
critical controls or ‘defences’ and
making sure these are clear to the
workforce. Defences are often ‘hidden’
in long and complex documents or
‘shelfware’. This means ensuring
procedures and work instructions are
clear, easy to use and accessible.
Secondly, unless defences are actively
monitored3 by supervisors, there is a
tendency for practices to ‘drift’ away
from what was intended in the
procedure or manual.
+ Learning Lessons (Commitment to
resilience) – As well as identifying
defences and anticipating how they
can fail, HROs put great emphasis on
learning from past experience. Many
organisations claim to have lessons
learnt processes. However, only rarely
do these go beyond identifying lessons
to be learnt as exemplified by the
publication of an incident alert. A
lesson is only learnt when internal
processes have change and are
3
For a description of active monitoring see: Peter
Wilkinson, The role of ‘Active Monitoring’ in Preventing
Major Accidents, retrieved 31 December 2015,
<http://www.csb.gov/assets/1/7/Wilkinson_Active_Moni
toring.pdf>
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implemented and verified to have done
so. HROs also look at incidents in
other sectors which can provide
insights into how they can improve. For
example, an oil and gas company
looked at the causes of a military
helicopter crash to seek insights into
how they could improve maintenance
practices in their oil and gas facilities.
+ Effective use of expertise (Deference
to expertise) – HROs have clearly
defined roles and responsibilities which
encourage decision making at the front
line. However, when something
unexpected occurs, individuals are not
afraid to ask for help from those with
expertise – irrespective of the
organisational hierarchy. 4However,
HROs ‘are careful not to equate
expertise solely with a single
expert….[and they]…also look
downward toward the front line to find
credible expertise.’ 5HROs also
cultivate diversity, as this enables a
more nuanced view of what is going on
in a complex environment as well as
enabling a more effective response to
a complex problem.

Leadership – the key
into introducing HRO
practices
Effective leadership is required to
successfully introduce HRO practices as
with any organisational change. However,
Noetic has found that some leadership
behaviours are particularly important when
introducing HRO practices. Leaders
should:
+ Welcome bad news – HROs put great
emphasis on encouraging the reporting
of information which may indicate a
defence is not working properly. They
recognise this as an opportunity to
improve. As a result, they take care not
to show displeasure when given bad
news about a risk control (either on a
one to one basis or in meetings). They
understand showing displeasure can
deter reporting or at the very least,
reduce the quality and completeness of
reporting. They also expect evidence
(from the front line) when advised that
all is well with defences or risk controls.
+ Actively monitor ‘what needs to go
right’ – HROs are sensitive to how
their operations and activities are
actually conducted on the front line.
They expect individuals to know what
is important and especially ‘what good
looks like’. For example, organisational
aims or goals can be discussed and
restated in a way that identifies those
practices that are needed to avoid
incidents. Investigations into serious
incidents inevitably show that key
defences (or risk controls) were either
missing or not implemented properly
and did not work when called upon to
do so.6 But these deficiencies were
readily identifiable if looked for. While it
is not possible to predict incidents, it is
possible to identify failed or failing

4
5

Weick and Sutcliffe, op.cit., p. 80.
ibid., p. 82.
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Successful Health and Safety Management (Guidance Booklets), 2nd
edn, HSE Books, 1997.
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barriers. HROs regard these as
‘incidents in the making’ and
investigate them.
+ Visit the front line – Leaders
understand the importance of visiting
the front line of their operations on a
regular basis. If senior leaders do this it
almost guarantees other leaders will do
the same. Visiting the front line has
obvious benefits in knowing what is
going on in the organisation and
allowing managers to hear directly from
operational staff. As a result HROs
‘reward contact with the front line’.7

Can HRO practices
be part of your
organisation’s
managerial toolkit?
If reliable operations are important and the
consequences of failure are serious, then
HRO practices should be part of your
toolkit. Noetic has found there is no one
‘cookie-cutter’ way to improve the
reliability of operations and reduce the
likelihood of incidents. However, Noetic’s
experience is that HRO practices add
value by improving the reliability of
operations and reducing losses. The
implementation of HRO practices can be
achieved by providing bespoke training,
coaching and on-going support to
organisations seeking to improve their
operations. It is Noetic’s experience that
HRO practices can be implemented in
diverse sectors including defence, the
public sector and the resources industry,
in Australia and internationally.

7

Weick and Sutcliffe, op.cit., p. 154.
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Noetic stands out from the crowd. A consulting firm with an enviable
reputation built from maintaining a strong focus on client needs and
delivering great outcomes. Noetic brings the best people and the brightest
minds to the table to inject fresh ideas, drive and energy into working with
our clients and finding bespoke solutions to problems. We encourage
innovation in our teams, are agile enough to respond to the changing
nature of a project or problem, and have extensive expertise across our
market sectors. We thrive on the opportunity to contest traditional thinking
and are thought leaders in a number of areas with particular expertise
in government, resources (oil and gas and mining), infrastructure, not-forprofit, emergency management and defence.

